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We’ve seen what 'HyperMotion' looks like in FIFA. In our hands-on, we learned it’s “physically intense gameplay like no
other” that will be more than anything. Watch the above video for more on what you can expect, then read on for our
impressions of how EA Sports has transformed FIFA with the introduction of this technology. FIFA’s movement-capture

technology allows for more realistic player movement and behavior. This allows players to be more reactive on the pitch.
And in a real-life game, reacting to movement on the pitch will impact the flow of the match. In FIFA, these reactions will

effect the narrative of the match – creating a more human connection with the club, player, and so on. With the new
abilities powered by Hype Motion technology, you’ll notice the reaction times, tackling and power changes. Watch the
video above for a look at what we saw on the field in our hands-on demo. Regardless of your skill level, the new FIFA

gameplay shows a completely different feel. Shots feel more powerful and the defensive options more fluid. Players, in
general, will be more reactive, in turn opening up the pitch, creating spaces and opportunities – and providing a more
realistic match. “We wanted to make a game that felt more authentic, more reactive, more physical,” said Kip Coles,

Senior Producer on Fifa 22 Cracked Version. “We wanted to instill more human connections and virtual experience into the
game. How can we give more of a feeling that we’re playing live? For FIFA, we were trying to find a way to better and

more accurately represent realistic human movement.” We weren’t the only ones on the field, of course. A motion capture
suit was set up and players were brought in to react to the input. That resulted in player reactions that were more

realistic. Watch the video above for details. One of the main areas where the “HyperMotion” technology was used was
with the header. The effects of headers and aerial duels are dependent on the player’s strike. It was with this in mind that

we asked our goalkeeping expert and FIFA creative director Christian Bertrand to take a few shots on goal in the video
above. Any shot on goal will show how powerful we feel the shots are and how your opponent will

Features Key:

 100 authentic teams, authentic kits, authentic stadiums and authentic commentary with three full English
commentary teams.
 Live the UEFA Champions League fantasy of it all: Sign the world’s greatest players and take your club to the peak
of the European game.
 Sign the world’s greatest free agents, build the strongest squad, and dominate the group stage, all on your way to
the UEFA Champions League final.
 Take your club the way no other club has ever gone the distance, in the sheer drama and excitement of the
knockout phase, and the payoff at the FIFA Club World Cup.
 Immerse yourself in the most authentic soccer player reaction, in-game chatter and club merchandise for the
most realistic in-game football experience ever.
 Play the NEW GameFace - one-pitch, variable weather, like a real-world match - and more competitive AI.
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 For the first time, get 24 new distinct contract types, and 16 ways to play.
 Break the mould - change your playing style, your formation, and your manager.
 Microtransactions. Perform various trades in real time with FIFA Points: Sell or buy cards from another player, or
buy packs.
 Playing positions can now be unlocked by performing certain behaviours - such as intercepting a throw-in.
 Brand new crowds, authentic crowd chants and new cutscenes support the new stadium styles.
 New broadcast audio featuring many new broadcasters, the new introduction theme song, and of course, a new
game intro as well.
 New player appearances, classes and kits.
 Live venues from all over the world - Italy, Brazil, the United States, Asia, and more.
 15 all-new gameplay features including a new dribbling system, manual tackles, new dribbling animation set for
speed, and an all-new defender run control to make for more realistic defensive situations.
 New dribbling animations, plus a bunch of new player behaviour and decisions.
 New Number 10 style exaggerated back foot run, balanced cross accuracy, and more.
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